Machine learning of tax avoidance detection based on hybrid metaheuristics algorithms
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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the performances of machine learning classification models for the detection of tax avoidance problems. The machine learning models employed automated features selection with hybrid two metaheuristics algorithms namely particle swarm optimization (PSO) and genetic algorithm (GA). Dealing with a real dataset on the tax avoidance cases among companies in Malaysia, has created a stumbling block for the conventional machine learning models to achieve higher accuracy in the detection process as the associations among all of the features in the datasets are extremely low. This paper presents a hybrid meta-heuristic between PSO and adaptive GA operators for the optimization of features selection in the machine learning models. The hybrid PSO-GA has been designed to employ three adaptive GA operators hence three groups of features selection will be generated. The three groups of features selection were used in random forest (RF), k-nearest neighbor (k-NN), and support vector machine (SVM). The results showed that most models that used PSO-GA hybrids have achieved better accuracy than the conventional approach (using all features from the dataset). The most accurate machine learning model was SVM, which used a PSO-GA hybrid with adaptive GA mutation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) [1], [2] and genetic algorithm (GA) [3], [4] are two common metaheuristics algorithms that have been widely used to solve different applications of optimization problems. To date, the hybridization between PSO and GA has been very useful to enable high-performance searching of the optimization space. Recently, with the broad utilization of machine learning [5]–[7], PSO and GA have given their important roles to help the models in achieving highly accurate results for classification, regression, clustering, and forecasting models [8]. PSO and GA can be used in many ways for the machine learning models, either individually [9] or in combination [10] to automate the important tasks in the machine learning pipelines. This paper presents the roles of PSO-GA hybridization as an optimization tool for machine learning features selection.

It is anticipated in this research that the PSO-GA hybridization [11], [12] can be very useful to be deployed for the application of machine learning, mainly for the problem that involved real cases dataset. The results of machine learning models from our previous studies in [13], [14] on the tax avoidance detection...
were undesirable due to the problem of very weak correlation among the dataset features. Although data engineering [15] exercises can be conducted to improve the knowledge extrapolations from the dataset it is expected that automating the features selection without original data manipulation can be more helpful. The contributions of this paper are multifaceted. Firstly, the machine learning models can be used to resolve the problem of tax avoidance issue that occurs in Malaysia. Although corporate tax is the highest contributor to government revenues, it can signify the biggest burden of the cost incurred by the firms. Thus, managers attempt to minimize the tax liability by using various legal and illegal strategies including tax avoidance plans. Therefore, the development of the corporate tax avoidance model has long been seen as significant to the tax authorities and business community. Research in machine learning classification models for detecting tax avoidance is infrequently in the current literature. This work was initially inspired by the machine learning tax avoidance prediction research conducted by [16] that used logistic regression, decision tree, and random forest machine learning algorithms. Based on our previous studies, using automated machine learning has given more advantages compared to manual machine learning configurations [14] but this approach only used genetic programming (GP) algorithm to optimize the features selections of the tax avoidance dataset. To get a research report on PSO with adaptive GA operators is difficult from the literature neither in tax avoidance nor in other machine learning applications.

The second contribution of this paper is on the deployment of hybridization approach in machine learning. As features selection is critical in machine learning, different approaches of PSO-GA features selection have been intensively tested in different machine learning models. Additionally, the problem that exists in the collected dataset related to the tax avoidance cases among government-link companies (GLCs) in Malaysia is very low correlations among the independent variables (IVs). Removal of some features from the IVs without adequate research might lower the classification accuracy of the machine learning models. Therefore, the optimization of features selection based on the proposed PSO-GA hybrids was expected to be useful in the tax avoidance application.

Thirdly, this paper provides a research report that extends the study on a problem related to PSO premature convergence. The results reported in this paper present the benefits of hybridizing adaptive GA operators in PSO to resolve the premature convergence in achieving the most optimal results. The single PSO faced an imbalanced problem between the exploration and exploitation searching direction [17]. The GA has some operators when used appropriately in the PSO, and can be useful to enable exploration and exploitation steadiness.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
2.1. PSO, GA, and PSO-GA hybrids

PSO and GA are among the popular nature-inspired metaheuristics algorithms that use the current state of the search performances to determine the next search direction. Both algorithms are from the population-based meta-heuristics [18], [19]. The PSO mimics the cognitive and social behaviors of birds flocking [20] while GA simulates the evolution of creatures [21].

In PSO, the particles consists of a D-dimensional position vector and a D-dimensional velocity vector as shown in Figure 1. Each position of an ith particle can be represented as x while the ith particle velocity can be denoted as v. In each iteration t, every velocity of each particle in the population has to move towards the best fitness based on the previous experience. The calculation to update the next velocity of each particle i is determined by (1).

\[
v_{it} = v_{i(t-1)} + (c_1 \times r_1 \times (pbest - x_{i(t-1)}) ) + (c_2 \times r_2 \times (gbest - x_{i(t-1)})
\]  

(1)

where \(c_1\) and \(c_2\) are the acceleration coefficient with positive constants and the \(r_1\) and \(r_2\) are two different numbers generated randomly between 0 and 1.

The (1) affects accelerating particles toward the weighted sum of its personal best position pbest and global best position of the swarm (gbest) from the previous particle position \(x_{i(t-1)}\). After updating each particle velocity, (2) will be implemented for updating the position of each particle \(i\) at each iteration \(t\).

\[
x_{it} = x_{it} + v_{it}
\]  

(2)

where \(x_{it}\) is the updated position at the current iteration and \(v_{it}\) is the new velocity that was calculated from (1). The proses of updating each particle’s velocity and position will be repeated until the optimization objective has been met or until the maximum iteration has been reached. Early or premature convergence in PSO is a common problem that occurred when the PSO ends this process before reaching the optimal
objective. To resolve the problem of premature convergence, hybridization with GA operators (selection, crossover, and mutation) is expected to be helpful in PSO.

Different from PSO which implements individual repositioning, GA uses individual reproduction. As depicted in Figure 2, a proportion of the existing population in GA will be chosen to produce a new generation during each successive reproduction. The proportion of individual of chromosome from the current population is implemented with a fitness-based selection.
The crossover is an operation that combines two chromosomes/parents to produce a new chromosome/offspring. The new offspring should be better than the parents. Moreover, the mutation is the GA operator that alters one or more gene values in a chromosome from its current state. Hybridization of PSO with GA is not a new technique in meta-heuristics algorithms. They can be combined in a variety of approaches either with low-level or high-level hybridizations [22]. High-level hybridization allows them to be linked without internal algorithm modification such as executing the algorithm separately in parallel or sequences. Otherwise, the low-level hybridization involves internal flow amendment of the algorithms individually or in combinations. The proposed PSO-GA in this paper is a low-level hybridization.

2.2. The tax avoidance dataset

The dataset was collected from the GLCs in Malaysia from the period between 2010 to 2016. This study used effective tax rates (ETR) to denote the tax avoidance, which was formulated based on the ratio of the total tax expenses with the total income before tax. The GLCs companies can be classified as tax avoidance firms if the ETR is smaller than the corporate statutory tax rates [13]. A detailed description of the features can be referred in [13]. As depicted in Figure 3, all the features have a very weak correlation to the ETR mainly from the finance indicator (IND Finance). Particularly, the Muslim Chief Executive Officer (MusCEO) and Audit Firm variables have no significance at all to the ETR. However, in machine learning models, all the features even with low or zero correlation to the ETR, when combined may contribute some degree of knowledge to the classification models. But the question raised is related to which feature combination has optimal contribution to help the models produce the best accuracy results. Manual features selection is quite impractical to involve all the possible sets of combinations. Therefore, automated features selection was implemented for the machine learning models.

![Figure 3. The pearson correlation of each feature to the ETR](image)

2.3. The proposed PSO-GA hybrids

After the general best fitness of the PSO has been identified in a particular loop, the selection operator from GA will be executed. Then, the adaptive crossover, adaptive mutation, or both adaptive crossover mutation will be implemented. Figure 4 presents the flowchart of the proposed PSO-GA hybrids that used adaptive GA operators.

To examine the effect of each adaptive operator, three types of PSO-GA hybrids for the features selection have been developed. The first approach used both adaptive operators (PSO-ACM), the second used adaptive crossover (PSO-AC), and the third used adaptive mutation (PSO-AM). Based on Figure 5, after randomly selecting two particles, the adaptive crossover will be implemented followed by adaptive mutation for the PSO-ACM.
In the PSO-AC, two particles will be selected to generate new off-string particles while in the PSO-AM, only one particle is selected for adaptive mutation. Figure 5 presents the pseudocodes of PSO-AC. The adaptive crossover in PSO-AC executes the crossover of two particles that are randomly selected according to the adaptive crossover probability $C_p$. The $C_p$ of all particles in line 2 used the adaptive technique introduced by in Qin et al. [23], which introduced the formulation of individual search ability (ISA). As given in (3), the ISA formula calculates the ratio of distance for particle $i$ in the $d$ dimension.

$$ISA_i(d) = \frac{|x_{id} - pbest_{i(d)}|}{|pbest_{i(d)} - gbest_{i}| + \epsilon}$$ (3)

where $x_{id}$ denotes the recent position of the $i$th particle. The personal best position of the $i$th particle in the current iteration is denoted as $pbest_{i(d)}$. Then, $gbest$, is the latest global best position of the entire swarm, and $\epsilon$ is a positive constant that is nearest to zero. The numerator is a distance from the personal best to the current position while denominator is the result of distance from the global best to the personal best.

![Diagram of PSO-AC algorithm](image_url)

Figure 4. The proposed PSO-GA hybrids

```
1 foreach particle $x_i \in$ population do
2    calculate adaptive crossover probability $C_p$;
3 set r to a uniform random number [0, 1];
4 set d to a uniform random integer [0, dim];
5 choose $pbest1$, $pbest2$ uniformly randomly among all $n$ particles;
6 foreach particle $x_i \in$ population do
7      if $r < C_p$ then
8          $x_{id} = x_{id} + \frac{pbest1 + pbest2}{2};$
9  \end{algorithm}

Figure 5. The algorithm for adaptive crossover
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The threshold $r$ value has been set with a random number within an interval of zero and one, which the value has to be compared with the particle’s probability $C_p$ of crossover in deciding whether this particle at its random position $d$ should be modified using the crossover operator or not. The crossover operator in line 8 was adopted from [24]. Furthermore, the adaptive mutation also used the ISA scheme for the mutation probability $M_p$ to decide which particles should be mutated. As shown in Figure 4 at line 5, the mutation only chooses one $pbest$ particle from the uniformly random $n$ particles. Furthermore, the operation in line 8 in Figure 5 was replaced with (4).

$$x_{i(d)} = x_{i(d)} + \text{Gaussian}(\sigma)$$

(4)

where the Gaussian function [25] returns a random value from the range of the particle dimension and the $\sigma$ value is in between 0.1 times of the particle dimension. Referring back to Figure 4, the population of the PSO is a set of particles that represent the Malaysian GLC's records listed in the year 2010-2016. Figure 6 is the particle representation for the features.

![Figure 6. The PSO solution representation](image)

The dimension size of each particle is the total number of features (28). Each particle stores the features’ column id ($a_1$-$a_n$) of the dataset (converted to a data frame in Python). The objective fitness function is to get the maximum accuracy value from the machine learning that will use the randomized features selection. When the fitness is better than the previous $pbest$, the latest position vector is saved for the particle. If the fitness is better than the global best fitness, then the position vector $x$ is also saved for the global best $gbest$. Finally, the particle’s velocity and position are updated with (1) and (2) until the termination condition is satisfied. The general experiment setting is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particles number, $n$</td>
<td>10, 20, 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle dimension, $dim$</td>
<td>Number of features (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal learning rate, $c_1$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social learning rate, $c_2$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterations number, $i$</td>
<td>100-1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regardless of each algorithm, the number of function evaluations is the number of particles multiply the number of iterations. Therefore, for the 30 particles with 1,000 iterations, the total number of evaluations is 30,000. It is important to identify the suitable number of particles and iterations based on the input dataset. The preliminary experiments have been conducted with particles 10, 20 and 30. The iterations number to be observed is from 100 to 1000. Figure 7 presents the implementation of features selection optimization with the proposed PSO-GA in the machine learning classification model for tax avoidance detection.

The machine learning algorithms used in this research were support vector machine (SVM), random forest (RF), and K-nearest neighbor (k-NN). Table 2 lists the classification machine learning algorithms with the parameters setting implemented in Python codes. The hardware for running the machine learning models is a Lenovo notebook Intel i7 7th generation processor with 16 GB RAM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine learning call and parameters parsing in Python</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>svc = SVC(C=2,kernel='poly')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knn = KNeighborsClassifier (n_neighbors = 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rf = RandomForestClassifier(estimated_s=100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7. The PSO-GA features selection in the machine learning models

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results are divided into two. The first results are in plotted graphs to present the accuracy of each features selection approach (PSO-AM, PSO-AC, PSO-ACM) in the machine learning models according to the number of particles (population size at n=10, n=20, n=30). The y axis is the accuracy percentage of models and the x-axis presents several iterations (100-1000). From the graphs, the suitable number of particles n that can generate the most accurate result and the number of iterations i of when the algorithm was stagnated can be depicted. Furthermore, the second results compare the accuracy results of machine learning models that used the three features selection approaches at the selected n and i, the single PSO without hybridization, and the conventional manual features selection (all features). Figure 8 presents the graphs of accuracy results from the PSO-AM features selection approach in the SVM, k-NN, and RF at a different number of iterations.

Figure 8. The PSO-AM features selection in the k-NN, SVM, and RF
The results in Figure 8 show that most of the machine learning models converged for optimal accuracy at 600 iterations. It can be seen in all the machine learning models that the convergences have occurred earlier with small populations (n=10, n=20) compared to n=30 mainly in SVM and k-NN. The 30 number of particles in k-NN and RF, have shown prior convergence at 600 iterations compared to 700 iterations in SVM. In RF, the algorithm tends to converge at 500 iterations with small populations but slight improvements have been shown at 1,000 iterations. Even with n=10, a good accuracy level (more than 75%) can be achieved by using the PSO-AM features selection mainly in k-NN and SVM. When the n=30, all the models have produced above 85% of accuracy level after 600 number iterations.

Furthermore, Figure 9 presents the convergence rates of PSO-AC. By using adaptive crossover in PSO-AC features selection, most of the machine learning models even with n=30 have shown faster convergences (less than 600) than the adaptive mutation (PSO-AM) but it decreased the accuracy result of all machine learning models. In RF, populations n=10 and n=20 have started to achieve the stagnation level at 300 iterations with an accuracy of less than 60%. Overall, all models with PSO-AC generated accuracy results of less than 80% when reached stagnation levels at iterations less than 600. In k-NN, even at the late convergence (iterations 600) has occurred for n=30, the optimal accuracy remained lower than the PSO-AM (less than 80%). Therefore, hybridizing the PSO with adaptive crossover does not appear to have much benefit in the accuracy of the machine learning models. However, as presented in Figure 10, the inclusion of adaptive mutation together with the adaptive crossover can be useful to improve the results of PSO-AC.

The convergence rates presented in Figure 10 are between 500 to 700 iterations (SVM and RF took 500 while k-NN with 700), and most of them were longer than PSO-AM but shorter than PSO-AC. Most of the models have generated better accuracy than PSO-AM (more than 85%). In SVM, n=20 and n=30 present the same number of iterations for the convergence at 500 and slightly late (600) with n=10. In k-NN, the models converged at 700 for all numbers of particles and the accuracy results are above 80%. In RF, the models have taken 500 iterations to converge with slight differences in accuracy levels (minimum above 75% and maximum below 90%).

In general, most of the machine learning models with the PSO-GA hybrids can achieve optimal accuracy results with 30 particles at iteration less or equal to 600. The results of each model with this configuration can be achieved within a reasonable time (less than 60 minutes). Therefore, it is important to compare the results of all models with the different PSO-GA hybrid approaches at this setting (n=30, i=600) with the manual approach that used all features. Additionally, it is interesting to compare all results with the model that used a single PSO without hybridization as listed in Table 3.

![Figure 9. The PSO-AC features selection in the k-NN, SVM, and Random Forest](image)

Generally, most models that used PSO-GA hybrids have achieved better accuracy than the conventional ones that used all features as well as with the use of a single PSO. SVM model can reach up to
91% of accuracy with the use of PSO-AM, which is the most outperformed machine learning model for the tax avoidance problem. Including both mutation and crossover PSO-ACM improved the performance of the machine learning models that used crossover (PSO-AC) in all cases. Moreover, the use of single PSO, as well as PSO-AC, appeared to be no benefit to the machine learning models as the accuracy results are lesser than the conventional approach that used all features.

Figure 10. PSO-ACM features selection in the k-NN, SVM, and RF

Table 3. The accuracy results of the machine learning with different features selection approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PSO-AM</th>
<th>PSO-AC</th>
<th>PSO-ACM</th>
<th>Single PSO</th>
<th>All features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSION

To the best of our knowledge on the state-of-the-art of features selection based on PSO-GA, the adaption of adaptive parameterization has not yet been introduced in the machine learning model. The literature revealed that adaptive GA operators can make significant improvements regarding the PSO algorithm’s performance when applied to many kinds of real-life problems. Therefore, this study attempts to introduce several PSO hybrids combined with adaptive GA operators. The results from the proposed approaches present additional advantages to the machine learning models when tested with a real dataset of tax avoidance problems. This research has opened up many research opportunities related to automated features selection of machine learning models as well as to the tax avoidance problem. For example, the proposed PSO-GA can be furtherly improved with different approaches to parameterizations within the PSO and the GA. Besides adaptive parameterizations, time-vary formulations can be other options for calculating the mutation and crossover rates. Furthermore, these varieties of PSO-GA hybrid approaches can be used not just for the features selections but also for the automated parameters tuning of the machine learning models. On the tax avoidance problem, different factors of ETR and different types of firms or businesses are also important to be explored. Last but not least, the variety of approaches from the PSO-GA hybrid can be applied or tested in any kind of application or problem domain.
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